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BAQUNIN Supersite (https://www.baqunin.eu/) 
“Rome_La_Sapienza” AERONET site since April 2017 
PI: P Goloub, AM Iannarelli, M Campanelli 
 
CIRAS Supersite (http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras ) 
“Rome_Tor _Vergata” AERONET site since February 2001 
PI: F. Barnaba 
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Geographic context 

https://www.baqunin.eu/
http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras


S3 SYN-AOD products 
Mar-Jun-Sep-Dec 2019 (MPC) + Feb-Sep 2020 (hub) 
Quality flags (not uncertainty) to screen valid S3 products. 
 Flag_masks   =   [       1,                        2,                 4,                8,                 16,          32,           64,         128,             256,          512,             1024,     2048,      4096,         8192,               16384 ] 
 flag_meaning = ['land','oblq_missing','cloudy_n','cloudy_o','dual_view','glint_n','glint_o','sdr_neg','aod_zero','fm_clim','unc_failed','invalid','outlier','low_ndvi','clean_air_est'] 
 flag_blocking =    [      0,                        0,                 1,                 1,                 0,              0,            0,              0,                 1,              0,                    1,            1,            1,                 0,                        0] 
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For 3x3 km2 grid, percentage of available products is calculated as follows: 
Nval = number of Level 2 products reporting valid pixels in cell (centre pixel coord) 
Ntot = total number of Level 2 products overpassing the scene 

P = 100 x Nval / Ntot 
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S3B SYN-AOD data density (%) vs. surface reflectance at 440, 550, 670 and 865 nm. 
The reflectance data are extracted from SYN-AOD L2 products. 
 Red = Land 
 Blue = Sea 
 
Note: x-axis in logarithmic scale 

440nm 550nm 

670nm 865nm 

Exponential decay 



Validation method: preamble 
 
Satellite to ground based data matchup criteria for AOD validation are based on the 
selection of two parameters: 
a) Time averaging for ground based instruments 
b) Spatial averaging for satellite instruments 
 
The choice has no (or little) impact on validation results if the atmospheric distribution of 
aerosols and the surface properties are spatially and temporally homogeneous. 
 
It is not the case for a urban environment, in which surface reflectivity and aerosol loads 
can significantly vary on a hundred meter scale. 
 
To assess the impact of collocation criteria on validation results, we selected sets of 
1) Max distance from site (from 3 to 30 km, 3 km step): number satellite pixels for space 

averaging 
2) Time lags (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 min): number AERONET data for 

time averaging 
 

Note that the “integration time”, used in the following images, is “twice the time lag”. 
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Step 1: extract S3 data and average AODs for various distances from site 

 
 
FOR EACH S3 SYN-AOD product 
 SELECT VALID AOD VALUES and COORDINATES 
  FOR EACH RADIUS 
   FOR EACH WAVELENGHT 
    COMPUTE: AVG, STD, MED, NPIX 
 
Nrad = number of search radii 
Nwav = number of AOD wavelengths  
 
Thus, for each L2 product we define an “overpass” as an array of data 

SAT = array(Nwav, Nrad, 4) 
Generally, we get an overpass per day per mission (S3A or S3B). 
Overpasses will be compared to AERONET AODs 
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Step 1:  

Extract valid AOD data for each S3 SYN product  
Compute statistics for each search radius around AERONET site 
S3A and S3B maps for APL 



Step 2: extract AERONET data and average AODs for various time lags 

 
 
FOR EACH S3 OVERPSASS 
 FOR EACH WAVELENGHT 
  FOR EACH TIME LAG 
   SELECT AODS 
    AVG, STD, MED, NDAT 
 
Ntim = number of time lags 
Nwav = number of AOD wavelengths  
 
Thus, for each SAT “overpass” we have an array of data 

AER = array(Nwav, Ntim, 4) 
Generally, we get an overpass per day per mission (S3A or S3B). 
Overpasses will be compared to AERONET AODs 
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Step 2: select AERONET Lev 1.5 data collocated with S3A SYN products   
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Step 2: select AERONET Lev 1.5 data collocated with S3B SYN products   
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Matchup number for S3A is too small for robust statistical analysis. 
 
For S3B, more data are available but CNR-ISAC data do not cover 
the complete time range (some gaps due to instrumental and data 
transmission issues). 
The validation exercise will be repeated when more S3(A&B) data 
will be available. 
 
In what follows we will discuss S3B results only.  
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Step 3: compare collocated AODs 

 
FOR EACH MISSION 
 FOR EACH WAVELENGTH 
  FOR EACH SEARCH RADIUS 
   FOR EACH AERONET INTEGRATION TIME 
    COMPARE AOD AVG: DIFF, RMSE, CORR 
 
The number of matchups is obviously a function of the two selection parameters. 
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Next slide: Data selection results for S3B only (AOD @440 nm) 
 
Number of matchups and number of S3 pixels as function of: 
• Site (APL) 
• Search radius (3 to 30 km) 
• Integration time (2 to 160 minutes)  
 
More APL and ISAC plots in the “spare slides” section. 
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The number of matchups “saturates” for 
integration time > 40 minutes (time lag ± 20 min) 
 
Steadily increases with search radius.  
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The number of matchups steadily increases with 
search radius (≈r2). 
 
Rapid increase for integration time < 20 min.  
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Examples of SYN-AOD vs. AERONET scatter plots 
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Next 4 slides: 
Validation results for S3B only (not enough data for S3A) 
 
FOR EACH STATION: 
Upper panels: BIAS, RMSE and CORR vs search radius 
Colour => integration time (blue<red)  
 
Lower panels: BIAS, RMSE, and CORR vs integration time 
Colour => search radius (blue<red)  

𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆 =
 (𝐺𝑅𝐷 − 𝑆𝐴𝑇)

𝑁
 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 
 (𝐺𝑅𝐷 − 𝑆𝐴𝑇)2

𝑁
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APL: URBAN 
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ISAC: SEMI-RURAL 
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APL: URBAN 
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ISAC: SEMI-RURAL 
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Summary of preliminary results for Search Radius < 6 km 

APL  - urban 
Large BIAS  
High CORR 
High RMSE 

ISAC  - semi-rural 
Negligible BIAS 
Low CORR (too few data) 
High RMSE (too few data) 

AERONET Level 2 Climatology 
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Conclusions 
 
•  Too few S3A data to perform any significant comparison. The proposed approach could 

be successfully applied to S3A products acquired after April 2017 to present. 
•  Still few S3B data to draw solid conclusions, especially for what concerns possible 

seasonal or long-term drifts. We could validate AODs acquired since start of mission. 
•  In general, the SYN-AOD algorithm hardly converges over highly reflecting surfaces: 

only 5% of L2 files contain valid AOD data over the urbanised area of Rome, between 
10% and 15% over vegetated areas, and about 20% over sea. 

•  The reported SYN-AOD uncertainties are not useful for data quality screening 
 
However, some indications on AOD quality can be already derived: 
a) AOD significantly overestimated over urbanised surfaces (all wavelengths) 
b) AOD in very good agreement with AERONET for vegetated surfaces (all wavelengths) 
 
For what concerns the S3-SYN data search radius around AERONET URBAN sites, we strongly 
recommend to select different radii, e.g. from 3 to 20 km, and verify the consistency 
between inter-comparison results. 
 
For routine validation exercises aiming at detecting weaknesses in dataset, the search radius 
for urban area should not be larger than 10 km (preferably between 3 and 6 km) 
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To be considered for possible future activities 
 
1)  440nm: impact of NO2 on AERONET and Satellite AOD for urban areas? 

Using BAQUNIN PGN and AERONET data, NOA (Athens) showed that for 
medium-low aerosol loads, AOD can be overestimated up to 30% if not using 
the real NO2 columnar concentration (current baseline: OMI climatology). 

2) Wavelength conversion: use of Angstrom exponent provided by AERONET? 
Is this absolutely needed or is it just introducing “noise”? 

3) Alternative/complementary AOD sources: EUROSKYRAD and SKYNET? 
http://www.euroskyrad.net/  

4) Can we apply the proposed approach to other satellite missions? 
Yes, if the spatial resolution of the SAT product is of same scale of surface 
reflectance horizontal variations (e.g. MODIS AOD 1x1 km2 470&550nm). 

 
 
BAQUNIN Supersite: https://www.baqunin.eu/  
CIRAS Supersite: http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras  

http://www.euroskyrad.net/
http://www.euroskyrad.net/
https://www.baqunin.eu/
https://www.baqunin.eu/
https://www.baqunin.eu/
http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras
http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras
http://www.isac.cnr.it/en/infrastructures/ciras
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Thank you for attention!  


